Chapter: 3132
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

But An Ning smiled and looked at Tang Qian with crescent eyes. She
already understood what it meant. It seemed that yesterday’s thing
happened.
“Sister Qianqian, what’s wrong with me?” Her face was harmless.
“Tang Qian, this is the company!”
Sister Luo followed behind Tang Qian, and stared at An Ning and
looked up and down.
There were a lot of things that I couldn’t figure out before, but now
Sister Luo thinks she probably understands it.
It must be because of Yang Qingfeng that this little-known An Ning
can not leave the company, and can get the audition opportunity for
“Peerless Beauty” without going through his own agent.
You have to know that it was An Yue’s audition opportunity or Sister
Luo who spent a lot of personal connections to get it. Fortunately, An
Yue is still a good candidate. I heard that this role should be able to get
it without any accident.
“An Ning, what’s your relationship with Yang Qingfeng?” Sister Luo,
who has always been neat in her work, asked carefully, she was
considering the value of An Ning.
“Yang Qingfeng? I don’t know.” An Ning’s face was full of surprise, as
if she didn’t know anything.
But in Tang Qian’s eyes, she was pretending to be arrogant, “I don’t
know? Do you see for yourself what you have done? Post our Yang
Qingfeng?”
David handed over the phone. Although he had the experience in his
previous life, An Ning’s body was still shaking when he held the phone,
“This… this person is Yang Qingfeng? I don’t know.” An Ning said
blankly.
But in Tang Qian’s ears, there was only one news, that the person in the
photo was really An Ning, and her little assistant actually hooked up
with Yang Qingfeng.
“Don’t look in the mirror to see what you look like!”
“Sister Luo is not good, Yang Qingfeng’s agent came to the door.” At
this time, someone outside suddenly said, An Ning turned around and
saw that Yang Qingfeng’s agent had several bodyguards protecting him.
It even came to their Shengtian gate.
It was a surprise when An Ning was brought to the parlour, which had
never happened in her previous life.
But just after sneakily reading the comments at the bottom of the
portal website, An Ning probably understood.
The last time was an amateur college student, so of course netizens
would not suspect any motive, but this time it became An Ning, and
the situation was different.
An Ning has seen it just now, and many netizens commented below:
“Why does this look like a posed shot? Could it be some 18th-tier star
who wants to be popular and wants to go crazy, there is no bottom line
for hype.”
“The human flesh has arrived. This woman is called An Ning.
Shengtian Entertainment’s newly signed rural girl is the background of
the mountain spring advertisement.”
“Return my idol, refuse to bind!”
“So that’s the way it is, I dance the prophet, this girl is really a scheming
bitch.”
…
The comments below seem to be all one-sided. An Ning can be said to
be scolded miserably for this hype, but An Ning is not to blame, she
wants attention, and she can stand it.
In the living room, Yang Qingfeng’s agent was very strong, and his
speech was even more unpleasant.
“You Shengtian really are. If you want to hype up your own artists, it’s
shameless to tie us to Qingfeng.”
After hearing this, Sister Luo’s face turned pale, and she glared at An
Ning, only to realize that it was not what she thought, but her
momentum would not weaken in the scene.
“Bound your artists? Are your artists with gold on their faces or
stronger than our Sheng Tian?” Sister Luo argued.
“You artists, is it An Ning, is it true that you posted about us Yang
Qingfeng?”
“Can our artists know your artist’s itinerary? Your artist is very good at
entering and leaving the bar.”
Sister Luo did not give in at all.
“An Ning? You just want to make a hype?” Yang Qingfeng, who had
been silent for a while, stared at An Ning and suddenly said, the
meanness in his voice made An Ning feel ashamed.
If it was in the past, An Ning might be able to refute one sentence. But
now, Yang Qingfeng is right, she just deliberately hyped, she did the
most despised thing she ever did.
However, An Ning has no regrets, and if there is a chance to do it
again, she will do so without hesitation. For revenge, what is this?

